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Sketchbook adventures 
Prompt 16: Take a walk – Seeking beauty close to home

In 2007, I had my heart broken. It was bad. It was the kind of heartache that makes sleeping almost impossible because your brain races through every moment of the failed 
relationship trying to figure out what went wrong. It was the kind of heartache that causes you to excuse yourself from the dinner table every 20 minutes to go to the bathroom 
and write it all down in your journal because you can’t bring yourself to repeat every sad feeling and thought again to the friends and family who were sweet enough to pull you 
out of bed and force you to come to the dinner table in the first place. It was the kind of heartache that found refuge not just in feelings and thoughts, but in things. I recall a 
particularly humiliating episode of uncontrollable sobbing at my corner market when the beef jerky display next to the register launched me into a lengthy tear-filled monologue 
to the clerk about how once on a road trip to Big Sur my ex and I had eaten beef jerky. It wasn’t just beef jerky, though. Pretty much every item and room in my house held a 
memory that would make me start weeping. 

The first step to unbreaking my heart was getting out of the house and county where I’d lived with my ex, therefore eliminating the very real possibility of running into the ex. I 
moved into a room at my aunt’s house in a VERY boring cookie-cutter Orange County city where the wide streets with perfectly placed shrubs were hardly inspiring. 

I spent my mornings learning how to be alone again. I’d get up, put on tennis shoes, grab my Polaroid camera and take a walk. I had no destination in mind. I wasn’t walking to 
get in shape. My only goal was to find something, anything, that was somehow interesting enough to photograph in this monotonous city. When my mind raced back to my failed 
relationship and all of my “what am I doing with my life? Will I ever meet ANYONE again? How will I get through this?” thoughts, I walked faster and searched harder for an 
image to capture. Somehow I found at least one thing (and often more than one thing) to take a photograph of every day on these morning walks. By the time I had amassed a 4-
inch high collection of Polaroid photographs of cracks in the sidewalk, cars parked against curbs, the occasional odd find of a beach ball wedged into a bush, a newly flowering 
night blooming jasmine and snapshots of suburbia, my heart was way less broken and I’d made something awesome out of my sadness. 

It’s been years since that heartbreak overtook me and one of the things I learned from it is that if you’re looking there’s something awesome right in front of you (even if you live 
in one of the most aesthetically boring cities in America). Every few months, I give myself the same challenge that I did back then. Since my iPhone camera is so awesome I’ve 
left my Polaroid behind, but I still go on morning walks and take photographs. 

Start this prompt when you’re able to dedicate a bit of time every day to taking a walk. It can be five minutes or an hour. Your goal is to find something that interests you to take 
a photograph of while you’re on your walk. Then upload your photos to your computer, print them out and adhere them to a page (or two, as I did) in my sketchbook. Perhaps 
(like me) you’ll start out feeling like you’ll never find anything interesting to take a picture of where you live, but chances are that when you actually pay attention to your 
neighborhood and the things that surround you, you’ll be as amazed as I was and still am at how much beauty you can find so close to home. 

*I printed the photos in this example with the Canon Selphy printer which is a mobile printer that communicates with your smart phone via Bluetooth. All of the photos (except 
for a few that I took when I was in the Pacific Northwest traveling for work) were taken in my current boring suburban neighborhood.
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